
CREDO of the Catholic Laity Statement for CM: 

“What commentary does CREDO want to give re Bp. Rozanski and different 
aspects of his first year in the St. Louis A.D.?” 

CREDO of the Catholic Laity, with a 25+ year faithful and storied track record, is not in the 
business of criticizing any clergy. We do however, reinforce the truth of the only Church 
founded by Our Lord, the One True Faith – the Catholic Church. We love our clergy in St. Louis 
and in fact it is our policy since CREDO’s inception, all clergy are always invited to all of our 
CREDO events; seminarians and religious may even attend complementary!   

We are however, compelled by Canon 212 as per His Eminence Raymond Leo Cardinal Burke’s 
nearly entire talk at our CREDO dinner just one month ago!  This Church law - Canon 212 - 
states we have not only the right but the duty to speak our opinions to the rest of the Catholic 
faithful, for the good of Holy Mother Church. https://credostlouis.org/cardinal-burkes-credo-
forum-presentation 

Abp. Rozanski and any leader was massively challenged in taking the reins of an organization 
this past year! However, CREDO, the A.D. of St. Louis & Church Militant, all have the same 
goal, to get to heaven and to take as many with us as possible.  

We do applaud H.E., Abp. Rozanski for:  

1. Holding firm against those trying to force mandatory vaccination and masking in the 
schools, and allowing that to be chosen by families themselves.  

2. Allowing the Traditional Latin Mass to continue being offered in multiple locations.  

3. Taking action against the Social Justice Warrior webinar held by one of the St. Louis 
Archdiocesan offices at the beginning of his tenure.  

4. Being in contact with CREDO of the Catholic Laity in a spirit of cooperation which we hope 
to see continue.  

It is no secret, as we have published it in our CREDO newsletter and on our website, 
https://credostlouis.org , we do have pro-life and now Eucharistic concerns which we hope to 
discuss with His Excellency in person. These include clarity of life as the most important 
Catholic issue, abortion referrals from our St. Louis Catholic Hospitals, and the genetic code 
injections, all of which use aborted babies in the production process.  

 


